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  • This issue isn’t going away.
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• Get involved

• Stay involved
2018 NAICCC Awards Ceremony

Top Recruiter Award

Steve Hoffmann – Wisconsin
Kevin Howard – Missouri
Randy Fuller – Kentucky
Matt Winslow – North Carolina
Torrance Lee – California
Zenna Burke – California
Dana Maxwell – Manitoba
Paul Reibach - Massachusetts
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Top Recruiter Award (Overall)

Martin Feyerbend – Eurofins North America
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30 year members

Loarn Bucl

Calvin Viator
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40 year members

Grady Coburn

David Wilde
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NAICC Pride

David Willis

Lisa Wheelock-Roney
NAICC Pride

Lisa Wheelock
Great Lakes Ag Research
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NAICCC / BASF Consultant of the Year Award

Marvin Ebach
Galen Frantz
David Willis
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Service to Agriculture Award

Patrick Stephenson
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Service to NAICC Award

Jim Steffel
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• Thank you for attending!

• Thank you for being NAICC sponsors!

• Breakout Sessions start at 2:00 PM!